Unsupervised selection of RV144 HIV vaccine-induced antibody features correlated to natural killer cell-mediated cytotoxic reactions.
HIV-1 vaccine injection has been shown less effective due to the diversity of antigens. Increasing the knowledge of the associations between immune system and virus would ultimately result in producing effective vaccines against HIV-1 virus. To increase the understanding of immunological information, computational models can be utilised to construct predictive models. The aim of this study is, therefore, to predict the effect of antibody features (IgGs) and primary Natural Killing (NK) cells' cytotoxic activities on RV144 vaccine recipients and to disclose the functional relationship between immune system and HIV virus. The RV144 vaccine data set contains 100 data samples in which 20 of them are the placebo samples and 80 of them are the vaccine injected samples. Each data sample has twenty antibody features that consist of features related to IgG subclass and antigen specificity. In this paper, five different unsupervised feature selection methods (USFSMs) are utilised in order to identify the discriminating antibody features as USFSMs are regarded as unbiased approach. Then, the support vector based methods are utilised to assess association between cellular cytotoxicity by Natural Killer (NK) cells and cells that release glycoprotein (gp)120 antibody. The results yield high correlation coefficient as much as 0.48 and 0.65 for classificationthe support vector regression (SVR) and classification (SVM) predictive models, respectively.